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The author looks at the history of the law of nations in terms of the thinkers, ex-
pounders, and interpreters of international law. In his examination of the world of
thought in international law, he follows the birth of concepts of law, their
growth, the movements which fostered them, the influence on law-in-the-making
and on law-in-action, and present and future trends. The book is unique as it dis-
cusses not only the major and many of the minor teachers of law and their im-
pact, but also deals with the historical transmission of legal knowledge through
the great schools and universities.
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First published in 1968, this new edition of an annotated indexed collection of
texts of documents relates to international organisation and integration. It covers
the constantly developing UN system and the specilized agencies of that system
and also the regional groupings all over the world. Many functional organizations
and arrangements are also included, such as those relating to human rights, en-
vironment, and satellites in outer space. It is divided into two books of six
volumes. Book I deals with organizations relating to the UN; Book II deals with
other organizations and arrangements. Each organisation has an annotated Docu-
ments section and a descriptive Directory providing information on its structure,
budget, activities, and a related bibliography.
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